MAKE LOVE STAY

D   G/D D  G/D – A/D   D
NOW THAT WE LOVE, NOW THAT THE LONELY NIGHTS ARE OVER
G – A  D  G/D – A/D

HOW DO WE MAKE LOVE STAY?

D   G/D D  G – A   Bm
NOW THAT WE KNOW THE FIRE CAN BURN BRIGHT OR MERELY SMOLDER
G – A  D  C/D  D  C/D  G/A

HOW DO WE KEEP IT FROM DYING AWAY?

D   G/D D  G/D – A/D   D
ELUSIVE AS DREAMS, BARELY REMEMBERED IN THE MORNING
G – A  D  G/D – A/D

LOVE LIKE A PHANTOM FLIES

D   G/D D  G – A
BUT HELD IN THE HEART, IT PALES LIKE THE EMPTY SMILE
Bm   G – A  D  C/D
ADORNING A STATUE WITH SIGHTLESS EYES

G   Bm  D  Ds – D
MOMENTS FLEET, TASTE SWEET WITHIN THE RAPTURE
Es   E  As  A

WHEN PRECIOUS FLESH IS GREEDILY CONSUMED

G   Bm  D  Ds – D
BUT MYSTERY IS A THING NOT EASILY CAPTURED

Em   C  GM7/A  A
AND ONCE DECEASED NOT EASILY EXHUMED.

D   G/D D  G/D – A/D   D
NOW THAT WE LOVE, NOW THAT THE LONELY NIGHTS ARE OVER
G – A  D  C/D

HOW DO WE MAKE LOVE STAY?

G   Bm  D  Ds – D
MOMENTS FLEET, TASTE SWEET WITHIN THE RAPTURE
Es   E  As  A

WHEN PRECIOUS FLESH IS GREEDILY CONSUMED

G   Bm  D  Ds – D
BUT MYSTERY IS A THING NOT EASILY CAPTURED

Em   C  GM7/A  A
AND ONCE DECEASED NOT EASILY EXHUMED.

D   G/D D  G/D – A
NOW THAT WE LOVE, LOOK AT THE MOONLESS NIGHT
Bm   G – A  D  C/D  D  G/A  D  C/D – G/D – C/D – G/D
AND TELL ME, HOW DO WE MAKE LOVE STAY?

D